
Secure your cash operations and protect your business against counterfeits. In less than half a second the Safescan 155-S checks your banknotes on 
up to seven security features and verifies them with the highest precision, so even the most sophisticated counterfeits don’t stand a chance. Thanks to 
its uniquely compact design and large display the Safescan 155-S is not only quick and accurate, it can also be used in all sales environments. No 
matter how small! You can check your banknotes whenever and wherever you need. 

Safescan 155-S
Automatic counterfeit detector
Never accept counterfeits again

Checks and verifies banknotes on up to seven 
security features

Fits in the smallest workspaces and sales 
environments thanks to the unique banknote 
exit guide

Has one of the smallest operational footprints 
avaiable compared to other solutions on the 
market

- Automatic counterfeit detector that rapidly checks and verifies banknotes
- Verifies banknotes in four directions for all pre-installed currencies
- Checks and verifies banknotes on up to seven security features
- Is regularly tested by central banks to ensure 100% accurate detection
- Displays an error message and sounds an alarm when a suspected   
 banknote is detected
- Free currency updates available to download whenever a new banknote  
 is released
- Adds up the total number and value of the checked notes with the add  
 function

- Shows the total number and value of the verified banknotes
- Easily operated thanks to the clear buttons and large 3.8’’ LCD display
- Fits in the smallest workspaces thanks to the space saving banknote  
 exit guide
- The banknote exit guide limits its required  workspace to only 15.6   
 centimeters
- In other documentation this model may also be referred to as the   
 Safescan 155-S G2

Counterfeit 
Detector
Brand: Safescan
Model: 155-S
Color: Black
Article:  112-0668
EAN:  8717496337276
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Warranty
3 years

Technical specifications 
Product type:  Automatic counterfeit detector
Detection methods:   Infrared, Magnetic ink, Metallic thread, Watermark, Colour, Size and Thickness
Pre-installed currencies:  EUR, GBP, CHF, SEK, NOK, DKK
Currency updates:  Can be installed via the simplified MicroSD card method or with the optional update cable
Display:  Large 3.8’’ LCD display
Dimensions:  15.6 x 12 x 7.6 cm
Weight: 0.66 kg
Power:  110V-240V
Certafications / Compliancies:  CE, WEEE, RoHS, REACH

Safescan LB-105 Rechargeable battery
Art. no: 112-0410

Safescan RS-100 Banknote Stacker
Art. no: 112-0695

Safescan USB update cable
Art. no: 112-0459

Safescan Cleaning cards
Art. no: 136-0545

Safescan MicroSD Card
Art. no: Various (based on device and 
currencies)

Tested
100% tested banknote verification by 
central banks

Package contents
- Safescan 155-S
- Power cable
- Get started flyer

Accessories


